
PROCEEDINGS OF THE 
TECHNICAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE 

Wednesday, April 10th, 2013 
Grand Forks City Hall Conference Room A101 

 
CALL TO ORDER 
 
Earl Haugen, Chairman, called the April 10th, 2013, meeting of the MPO Technical Advisory 
Committee to order at 1:30 p.m. 
 
CALL OF ROLL 
 
On a Call of Roll the following members were present:  Mike Johnson, NDDOT/Local 
Government Division (via conference call); Rich Romness, Grand Forks City Engineering; 
Dustin Lang, NDDOT- Grand Forks District; Ryan Brooks, Grand Forks Planning; Joe 
McKinnon, MNDOT-Central Office; Greg Boppre, East Grand Forks Consulting Engineer; Les 
Noehre, NDDOT – Grand Forks District; Patrick Dame, Airport Authority; and Jane Williams, 
Grand Forks City Engineer. 
 
Guest(s) present were:  Nick West, KLJ; Troy Schroeder, NWRDC; and Bobbi Retzlaff, 
MNDOT – Office of Statewide Multi-Modal Planning. (via conference call). 
 
Staff present were:  Earl Haugen, GF/EGF MPO Executive Director; Stephanie Erickson, 
GF/EGF MPO Planner; and Peggy McNelis, GF/EGF MPO Office Manager. 
 
INTRODUCTIONS 
 
Haugen referred to the agenda, and pointed out that changes were made to the Technical 
Advisory Committee membership.  He explained that both county planners asked to be removed 
from the member list, and with our quorum issues, he decided to approach two other entities to 
take their places:  Patrick Dame, with the Airport Authority, who is present today; and Nels 
Christensen, with BNSF, who was not able to attend today’s meeting.  He then asked, for Mr. 
Dame’s benefit, that everyone please state their name and who they are representing. 
 
DETERMINATION OF A QUORUM 
 
Haugen declared a quorum was present. 
 
MATTER OF APPROVAL OF THE MARCH 13TH, 2013,  MINUTES OF THE 
TECHNICAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE 
 
MOVED BY ROMNESS, SECONDED BY LANG, TO APPROVE THE MARCH 13TH, 2013, 
MINUTES OF THE TECHNICAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE, AS SUBMITTED. 
 
MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY.   
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MATTER OF UPDATE ON KENNEDY/SORLIE BRIDGE PROJECTS 
 
Kennedy 
 
Haugen reported that, as previously discussed, one of the first tasks in the scope of work was for 
the consultant to look at Pier 6 on the North Dakota side.  He stated that a tech memo has been 
drafted and reviewed by MnDOT staff, and presumably by NDDOT staff as well, which 
basically summarizes that the pier is still able to be adjusted by District MnDOT crews.  He 
explained that going into the study one of the fears was that the pier has gotten to the point where 
local crews can no longer do adjustments, but that doesn’t seem to be the case at this time. 
 
Information only. 
 
Sorlie 
 
Haugen reported that at our last discussion on the Sorlie, NDDOT and KLJ were in the process 
of negotiating a contract for an EIS Document.  He said that he still has not heard whether or not 
that has been accomplished.  Johnson added that he still has not heard whether or not they 
reached an agreement, but he will check with their Bridge Division.  Boppre said that they gave 
their last documents to John a week or so ago, so he assumes it is in the process of being 
completed.  Nick, KLJ, commented that they have had a few go-arounds getting their scope of 
work put together, but it was submitted last week and a meeting has been scheduled, or will soon 
be scheduled to discuss it, so he would think that by the next Technical Advisory Committee 
meeting they hopefully will be going full steam ahead, scheduling public input meeting, or 
whatever the first step will be, so things are moving forward.    
 
Noehre stated that he thinks there was some concern expressed by some, as well, that hadn’t 
been contacted yet, that thought the project had been started, however that isn’t the case, we 
really haven’t started the project.  Boppre asked if Mr. Noehre was suggesting that some entities 
hadn’t been notified.  Noehre responded that that would be correct, that they felt that they were 
being left out of the process, but the process hasn’t even started. 
 
Haugen reported that he did send an e-mail to Mike Johnson and Bobbi Ratzlaff,  more to discuss 
our T.I.P. documents, than the actual improvements scheduled in 2016 or 2018.  A brief 
overview on the T.I.P. discussion ensued. 
 
Information only. 
 
MATTER OF DRAFT MINNESOTA SIDE 2014-2017 T.I.P. 
 
Haugen reported that last month we approved the North Dakota T.I.P. for 2013-2016; now we 
have, on the Minnesota side, the draft for the 2014-2017 T.I.P. 
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Haugen commented that in this draft there is not a project in 2014 showing the North Dakota 
contribution towards the project development phase of the Kennedy Bridge project, nor does it 
show any subsequent work on the Sorlie EIS document either.   
 
Haugen stated that with the Draft T.I.P., and with MAP-21, there was initially some concern at to 
what was going to happen to projects in the first three years of the document, the 2014, 2015, 
and 2016 years, but staff has subsequently informed the Technical Advisory Committee, and 
worked with MnDOT and the ATP, to ensure that for the most part those projects in our T.I.P. 
are untouched.  He said that 2017 is when we start to receive impact of MAP-21, so, essentially 
the first three years of the current T.I.P. are unchanged in this draft document. 
 
Haugen referred to the document, and pointed out that the first three project in 2017 are all 
related to transit.  He said that the first one is their regular fixed route operations; the second is 
their required para-transit, or dial-a-ride; and the third one is for East Grand Forks who is going 
to start helping with Grand City Area Transit capital needs, so you will see that East Grand Forks 
will be utilizing some of their funds to purchase replacement vehicles. 
 
Haugen stated that there are no other projects in 2017 on the Minnesota side, but there was a 
project in 2016 that was on Gateway Drive/U.S. 2 that was actually part of a larger project that 
went all the way out to Fisher, but because of MAP-21 and some of the focus on certain projects, 
that has been pushed out of the T.I.P., so that is one project that is no longer being programmed 
in either 2016 or 2017.  McKinnon added that they have been working on their list of projects for 
2018 through 2020, based on existing pavement condition and which roads are anticipated to 
deteriorate the worst, and that project does not show up on any of the years from 2018 through 
2020, so after they finish those years they will get started on 2021 through 2023, and he would 
imagine it will show up during that timeframe. 
 
Haugen opened the public hearing.   
 
There was no one present for discussion, and no comments were submitted  prior to today’s 
meeting.   
 
Haugen closed the public hearing. 
 
MOVED BY BOPPRE, SECONDED BY WILLIAMS, TO APPROVE FORWARDING A 
RECOMMENDATION TO THE MPO EXECUTIVE POLICY BOARD THAT THEY 
APPROVE THE DRAFT MINNESOTA SIDE 2014-2017 T.I.P., AS SUBMITTED. 
 
MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY.  
 
MATTER OF NDDOT FTA #5310 PROJECTS 
 
Haugen reported that this is a new MAP-21 program that replaces the old New Freedom 
program.  He explained that back in February/March we solicited all of the local human service 
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agencies and public transportation agencies to submit applications to try to obtain federal 
funding to assist them with their operations and capital needs.  He stated that the only agency  
they received an application from was Grand Forks Cities Area Transit. 
 
Haugen commented that their request is two-fold; their first priority is to fund a replacement 
para-transit vehicle, and the second is to continue funding their Mobility Manager position. 
 
Haugen stated that MPO staff reviewed the request and found them to be consistent with the 
MPO’s Planning Document, and concur with the priority order and recommend approval. 
 
MOVED BY BROOKS, SECONDED BY BOPPRE, TO APPROVE FORWARDING A 
RECOMMENDATION TO THE MPO EXECUTIVE POLICY BOARD TO APPROVE THE 
5310-ENHANCED MOBILITY OF SENIORS & INDIVIDUALS WITH DISABILITIES 
APPLICATION FROM GRAND FORKS’ CITIES AREA TRANSIT. 
 
MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY.  
 
MATTER OF MNDOT JURISDICTIONAL REALIGNMENT 
 
Haugen reported that this is something MnDOT has initiated.  He explained that it is a three 
phase study, of which they have completed the first two phases.  
 
Haugen stated that the purpose of this study is to recognize that roadways that function as State 
Highways, but aren’t State Highways should be realigned to become State Highways; and 
conversely roads that don’t function as State Highways should perhaps be realigned to become 
something other than State Highways.   
 
Haugen commented that they took the approach of trying to set up a methodology that is uniform 
across the State, and is a little more objective than subjective.  He stated that they worked with 
this team, and the consultant Parsons Brinkerhoff, to come up with the methodology used.  He 
added that this was Phase 1.   
 
Haugen reported that the matrix shows how they are approaching this with a tiered approach as 
well.  He explained that Tier 1 would be roadway segments that they have identified as having a 
high probability of being misaligned, and is shown in Red; Tier 2 have a medium chance and are 
shown in yellow; and Tier 3 have a low chance and are shown in yellow. 
 
Haugen stated that this is meant to cover all the jurisdictional levels, using the methodology that 
they have established.  He added that Phase 2 of the study, on the MnDOT side, is looking at 
their highway system and how it is and isn’t misaligned.  He said that after Phase 1 they met with 
the District Misalignment Review Team and asked if they agreed with the misaligned routes, and 
there was a general agreement that further study is needed.  He added that the attended the 
meeting last week in Crookston, but had to leave early so didn’t hear what the end result of that 
meeting was, so he will have to rely on Mr. McKinnon to identify if there were any substantial 
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changes to the MPO area.  McKinnon responded that there weren’t any changes, however there 
was some discussion on the need for further study of Trunk Highway 2B/Business 2 and MN 220 
South.  Haugen commented that US Business 2 is not currently including any portion of DeMers 
Avenue or the Sorlie Bridge, they are not being identified as being misaligned, so it actually 
starts at the intersection of 4th and goes out to Mainline US 2. 
 
Haugen reported that some of the reasoning expressed at the meeting was because it was mostly 
local traffic, and he pointed out that it is actually half and half, at the far westerly end the 2009 
ADT was roughly 4,000 cars a day, at the east end there are 2,000 cars a day.   
 
Noehre commented that because the ADT was cut in half and went into the other he doesn’t 
know if that would automatically qualify as local or not as it is coming from different directions.  
Haugen responded that if the west end was 10,000 and the east end was 2,000 then a good chunk 
of it would be local traffic, but because it is half and half he wouldn’t describe it as mostly local 
on that segment of U.S. 2.  Norhre stated, though, that you also couldn’t say that 2,000 is not 
local either.  Haugen commented that it certainly suggests that 2,000 is beyond the City of East 
Grand Forks, more regional. 
 
Haugen reported that the other segment, as Mr. McKinnon pointed out, was Trunk Highway 220, 
from the Red Lake River/Mallory Bridge area to Climax.  He stated that this segment was 
actually considered by Polk County a couple of years ago as a turnback, but they rejected it.  He 
added that ten years ago this segment was up for turnback and he included some of that 
discussion in the Staff Report, but at that time they MPO prepared a Q&A format of what would 
happen if it became a non-trunk highway, and some of those answers are still germane in regard 
to the designation of US Business route.   
 
Haugen reiterated that MnDOT is not identifying DeMers Avenue itself as being misaligned.  He 
asked if MnDOT would pursue, as discussed, taking the rest of DeMers Avenue up to Gateway 
Drive as a flip-flop with 4th Street.  McKinnon responded that that is what they suggested be part 
of the study of Business 2, should the length be from Trunk Highway 2 down DeMers to the 
Sorlie Bridge, should that be a State Highway because it goes through a major intersection to a 
river crossing, so that would be part of Phase 3.  He added that before they go full-fledged into 
Phase 3, they are going to conduct a pilot study with a couple of counties to see how 
misalignment, funding, responsibilities, advantages and disadvantages shake out before they go 
statewide with it.   
 
Haugen asked if Mr. McKinnon had any idea when Phase 3 would begin.  McKinnon responded 
that all he has heard is that they do want them to wrap up the report for Phase 2, of what they 
produce, by mid-2013, and then they will get started on Phase 3 right after that, but he hasn’t 
heard of a completion date for that.  Haugen pointed out that in the Staff Report he attached the 
Executive Summary from their Phase 1 report.   
 
Information only.      
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MATTER OF LONG RANGE TRANSPORTATION PLAN UPDATE 
 
Haugen reported that in the packet was clean-up materials from our special meeting, and he also 
has some additional clean-up material for today’s meeting was well. 
 
Haugen referred to a slide presentation, and went over it briefly  
 
Haugen commented that previously they had shown results of what our 2040 data loaded up on a 
2040 network would result in.  He said that they have taken the next step and said we should take 
that 2040 street network, and utilizing that same 2040 socio-economic data, let’s input all of the 
recommended projects from our current plan and see what it results in with the model run.  He 
stated that this is just a listing of those projects, and the only update has been to the estimated 
costs to reflect 2013 cost estimates of all the projects remaining to be done in our current Long 
Range Transportation Plan. 
 
Haugen referred to a graph illustrating the volume to capacity results and explained that they 
have converted it into level of service results since more of us are familiar with level of service 
results than we are with volume to capacity results.  Williams asked what the “2040 ENC” is.  
Haugen responded that it is the existing plus committed network plus all of the recommended 
2035 projects.  He commented that while it solves some problems, it doesn’t solve all problems.   
 
Haugen pointed out that yellow indicates where we start, in 2040, seeing level of service at an 
unacceptable level; the lighter orange indicates the next level; the darker orange the next level; 
but the good news is we have no red areas, meaning we don’t have grid-lock occurring.  He 
stated that he could pull up the 2040 E+C network which would show you segments that are red, 
so the 2035 projects do make improvements to the network at those really hot spots, but it 
doesn’t solve all issues.  He said that you will also notice that with the significant change in the 
land use data on both Gateway Drive and down in the area south of 32nd and I-29 intersection we 
have probably more traffic issues than we were addressing in the 2035 plan. 
 
Haugen commented that this does include two additional river crossings, does include the 
Merrifield Interchange, because those are in the current plan; and it does include some work on 
the DeMers/Washington Intersection and a 17th Avenue Overpass.  He said that all of those 
projects are coded in the network, and this is the result. 
 
Haugen stated that they were looking at projects that we are aware of, that have been identified 
as currently preservation type projects, or reconstruction of an existing roadway, and when they 
might occur, particularly those that could address the areas in orange.   
 
Lang asked if the level of service shown occurs at peak p.m.  Haugen responded that they are all 
daily volumes, so they have not been converted down to either an a.m. or p.m. peak.   
 
Haugen reported that one of the obvious projects that we included in order to see how it resolved 
the 32nd Avenue area in particular was an interchange at 47th Avenue, and yes it does solve a lot 
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of the issues, particularly once you get to close to the 32nd Avenue Interchange, but there are still 
some problems occurring out there, plus it introduces some additional roadway issues as well.   
 
Haugen stated that the only change they did to the previous network was to simply add in the 
47th Avenue Interchange and beefed up the 47th Avenue Corridor between Columbia and the 
Interstate, made it a roadway similar to what 47th Avenue is shown as in the current Long Range 
Transportation, a three lane roadway.   
 
Haugen referred to the last figure in the packet, and explained that it illustrates the previous 
network but instead of both Merrifield and 47th Avenue Interchanges, they took out the 
Merrifield Interchange.  He said that, again, it re-introduces some concern at the 32nd Avenue 
Corridor.   
 
Lang asked for clarification on what the assumption is for the existing street network, 
specifically at 32nd Avenue, are there no operational improvements.  Haugen responded that at 
32nd Avenue the three primary changes between I-29 and Columbia Road are construction of 
dual left turn lanes all around the Columbia Road/32nd Avenue Intersection; they are adding 
some turn lanes at 34th and 32nd; and are realigning the 42nd Street and the northbound on ramp 
configuration.   
 
Haugen reiterated that, even if they put in our 2035 recommended projects, plus a 47th Avenue 
Interchange, there would still be some issues that would need addressing.  He stated that this is 
the purpose of the packet he distributed earlier, to try to address those additional issues. 
 
Haugen referred to the packet he distributed, and went over the information briefly.  He 
explained that the first sheet is trying to describe out next steps in our Long Range 
Transportation Plan Update.  He pointed out that they have already done the Year 2040 Existing 
plus Committed Network, and have included all the current Long Range Transportation Plan 
projects, but still see that there are issues around the 32nd Avenue and 47th Avenue areas in 
particular, so then they put in the interchange at 47th Avenue and saw those results; then we 
wondered how taking out the Merrifield Interchange would impact what we are doing in and 
around 32nd Avenue and 47th Avenue.  He said that once they did this they saw that Merrifield 
helps with traffic issues that an interchange at 47th Avenue does not, so our next model runs will 
start incorporating the additional projects listed to see if they help some of the remaining issues 
identified around 32nd Avenue and 47th Avenue areas.   
 
Haugen commented that for the Columbia Road and Washington Street areas that are highlighted 
as orange, they start adding in the projects listed to see what issues they might help solve.  He 
said that the same goes for the DeMers Avenue and Gateway Drive areas as well. 
 
Haugen reported that they are doing all this work outside of the real issue of fiscal constraint.  He 
said that we still have to get back to the real issue of fiscal constraint because we may not be able 
to afford even those projects way at the top of the list, let alone the additional solutions we have 
identified, or still have to identify.  Romness asked, then, if we would be doing new runs based 
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on those constraints.  Haugen responded that ultimately we will be doing that.  He added that we 
will build up to a model that resolves all known issues, without fiscal constraint, and then we 
will begin paring the list down until it is fiscally constrained.   
 
Romness stated that he knows that at least some of the City Council is concerned about the cost 
of the 17th Avenue Overpass, so they would like to see what happens when it is in and when it is 
out.  Haugen commented that a lot of what we see here are things interplaying between the east 
and west traffic of the interstate.  He said that they added in a route to relieve traffic, and if we 
take that out we will be putting more strain on the existing networks.  Williams said that they just 
need that documented.  Romness added that it needs to be shown to the council, because of the 
cost of the interchange, they need to be shown the effect doing it would have on the network.  
Williams asked if the same could be done for the 32nd Avenue Bridge, to show the impacts on 
the network with it in and with it out.  Haugen commented that without a 32nd Avenue Bridge we 
have a lot more colors throughout the network.  Williams agreed, but said that we just need to 
document that. 
 
Noehre asked if there was a map or spreadsheet that shows all of what was in the old plan and 
what is currently being looked at in the new plan.  Haugen responded that so far we have a 
graphic that shows all of the projects that are in the current plan, as well as a list of those projects 
and whether they have been completed or not, and if they haven’t been completed what the new 
cost estimate is to do so.  He added that we also have a five page list, with the first couple of 
pages listing projects that would add capacity.  He said that the only model runs they have done 
are the ones that include these two project that relate to the 47th Avenue Interchange, so we 
haven’t run some of the other ones yet.  Noehre said, then, that we don’t have a map that shows 
projects 101 through 208, along with the 2035 plan, they are separate.  Haugen responded that 
that would be correct.  Noehre stated, then, that there isn’t a combined on yet.   
 
Williams said that it is her understanding that there were one or two project were removed.  
Haugen responded that he isn’t aware of any.  He added that there were some illustrative projects 
that aren’t in the network.  Williams pointed out that the 11th Avenue and 14th Street projects say 
they are to be removed.  Haugen responded that they aren’t model result based projects so they 
were removed because they have no relationship to the model output.   
 
Noehre referred to Projects 13 and 11 on the 2035 plan, and pointed out that they intend to show 
a southend bypass.  Haugen responded that they are part of the truck reliever route.  Noehre said 
that, as discussed before, it isn’t showing enough and the cost estimate isn’t accurate, so if it is to 
be a southend bypass then we should show it as a southend bypass or truck reliever route, or 
whatever termini you want to use, and then capture all the costs involved.  Haugen agreed.  
Williams asked if they are listed in the correct order, would we build the interchange and then 
the bridge, or the bridge and then the interchange.  Haugen responded that there is no order to the 
numbering.  Williams said she understands that, but what she is saying is that people are used to 
seeing things in order and it looks like those two are out of order.  Noehre commented that 
Project 11 would have to be in for Project 13 to go in.   
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Haugen summarized that this is where they are at with the update, our 2035 projects help 
tremendously, but they don’t resolve everything, so we add in 47th Avenue since there is a huge 
interest in having an interchange at 47th Avenue, and it helps tremendously as well, but it also 
doesn’t solve all of the problems, and may cause new problems.  He said that if we take out 
Merrifield it doesn’t help, it actually hurts the above list of projects and recommendations, so it 
has merit, from just the pure modeling point of view which is just one of the inputs into the Long 
Range Transportation Plan.  He stated that this is just basically currently where they are at with 
trying to come up with alternatives and model results.  He said that they will ask ATAC to run a 
lot of these projects, and we will be asking for another special meeting in April, of possible to go 
over the results of those runs.   
 
Noehre asked if with the southend reliever route in place, have you looked at the model and is it 
actually using County Road 5 and Merrifield Road and is it actually bleeding traffic off there, 
and everyone should know that the southend bypass would impact the intersection of County 
Road 5 and Airport Road.  Haugen added that basically it starts west at the airport traffic signal 
and tries to divert truck and other traffic that wishes to go south on 5 to County Road 6, which is 
Merrifield, and bring them across the interstate, over the Red River to connect up at Polk County 
58, north to connect with 220 to get you to 2.  Williams asked if this does anything to 36th then, 
the north bypass, does it currently leave anything on that.  Haugen responded that we aren’t 
modeling that.  Brooks commented that maybe what Mr. Noehre was getting at as well is that the 
light in front of the airport, if we do do the bypass improvements will have to be done there as 
well as we will have a lot more people wanting to make lefts on to Highway 2 going west.  
Noehre stated that improvements wouldn’t just be needed there, but throughout the entire route, 
it is much much larger than projects 11 and 13, and the point he is going to keep pushing for is 
that if that is the project we are looking for then we need to capture it because if we don’t then it 
isn’t anywhere close to accurate.  Haugen agreed that there are some hidden costs with this 
project. 
 
Discussion on route issues ensued. 
 
Williams referred to the spreadsheets and asked if the consultant could update them so that the 
nomenclature for the streets and avenues is correct because some of them don’t have anything 
and some of them, are we talking north or south.  Haugen responded he would make that request.  
Williams said that another thing is that there is a column there with volume capacity, and she 
would like to know if we can have the actual number and level of service put in there rather than 
just an “x” so we don’t have to flip back and forth to get that information.  Haugen responded 
that he would make that request as well.  Williams stated that the only other thing she would like 
addressed is where they are listed as safety issues, do they have a report, a table, a list, or 
something that she can take a look at so she can see exactly what they are.  Haugen responded 
that it was provided several months ago, but is available on our webpage. 
 
Noehre asked again if there were any plans to combine the two maps, the blue and the green and 
orange maps so that all of the projects are on one map.  Haugen responded that they will do that.  
He added that we will first get an un-fiscally constrained list of projects, then we will start 
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showing options of fiscally constraining and suggesting projects, so we will have a series of A, 
B, C, D maps that show a set of projects to remove because of fiscal constraint issues.  He said 
that he envisions the need for a few iterations to make those trades to get things fiscally 
constrained, and to settle on what areas we might find acceptable level of service less than 
optimal.   
 
Discussion on the fiscal constraint process ensued. 
 
Information only. 
 
  OTHER BUSINESS 
 
 1. Solicitation Of Projects For ND 2014-2017 T.I.P. 
 
Haugen reported that in 30-days they will be soliciting projects for a North Dakota 2014-2017 
T.I.P., and hopefully we are just focusing on the year 2017, but North Dakota, on the Regional 
Highway Side is 2017 plus 2018, one extra year.  He said that they will be submitting the 
solicitation letter hopefully by the end of April, have the month of May to process your projects 
locally through your respective agencies for submittal to the MPO in June so that we can have an 
approved Draft T.I.P. in June, and ultimately a Final North Dakota T.I.P. in July.  He added that 
Minnesota T.I.P. might be on the same schedule, so there is still hope that our 2014-2017 T.I.P. 
will be a combined metropolitan T.I.P., and we hope to be back on sequence with our regular 
T.I.P. schedules this fall for soliciting 2015 through 2018 projects on both sides of the river for 
all of the funding programs that remain in MAP-21.   
 
Williams said that she still has a question on the Long Range Transportation Plan.  She 
commented that several weeks ago a map was went out that all of the 2010, 2025, 2040 ATDs, 
and she has gone through them and there is a large handful of places where traffic has actually 
decreased.  She pointed out that one specific area is at Red River High School on South 25th 
where they have a current ADT of 2,500, and in 2025 and 2040 it is ???.  Haugen responded that 
the 2010 counts in some areas would be higher than the 2025 counts because we have put in an 
improvement somewhere.  Williams said, however, that that wouldn’t affect the entrance to the 
high school.  Haugen responded that they put in the 20th Avenue extension to Columbia Road.  
Williams agreed, but added that there aren’t any numbers showing where this traffic goes, 
because all along 17th the traffic drops, and her question is can you have the consultant check to 
make sure that their attractions and production are coded correctly, because that is what it looks 
like, with all the east and west roadways decreasing, it doesn’t make sense.  Haugen stated he 
would do that. 
 
Williams commented that the timeline for the T.I.P. project solicitation is really tight for them.  
Johnson responded that they understand at the DOT level that what they are asking puts you in  
kind of a pinch, but they want to try to get the T.I.P. process back on schedule, so anything you 
can do on your end to get this done on time would be greatly appreciated, but if you have any 
major issues let them know and they will see what they can do.  Haugen said that they should 
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know by June about some of the projects they already solicited, and that are under review like 
the Transportation Alternatives, Safe Routes To School, the Safety Projects, all of those they 
solicited a while back should all be up for review and recommendations as to awards should be 
available by June so they are included in the draft T.I.P. 
 
Lang asked if the MPO Annual Mid-Year Review has been scheduled yet.  Haugen responded 
that they have not been scheduled yet, although some ideas have been floating out there, but he 
wouldn’t expect them to occur in May.  Johnson agreed, adding that while they usually hold 
them in May, that will not be the case this year.   
 

2. RFP Update 
 
Haugen reported that they had two RFP’s due the end of March.  He stated that for the Freight 
Rail Access Study the Selection Committee is recommending approving a proposal submitted by 
the team of Olson, with SRF; and for the Pavement Management Right-of-Way Study there were 
two proposals, and he believes the Selection Committee is recommending approving a contract 
with Goodpointe Technology, which is the current vendor of the ICON Software.   
 
Romness said, then, that this means we will likely get everything set by December, correct.  
Haugen asked if he is talking about the right-of-way.  Romness responded that they will get their 
images process by December.  Haugen said that he thought they requested a fall completion on 
the imaging.  Romness responded that the imaging will be done in the fall, but can they have it 
processed right away.  Haugen stated that there is a separate RFP that will have to go out to do 
the processing, and also what software package we will still be procuring.  Brooks commented 
that if we are using Goodpointe, isn’t it decided since they have their own software.  Boppre 
agreed, adding that they use ICON.   
 
Williams commented that some of the images from the last run done are absolutely worthless.  
Brooks said that that is what makes him wonder why they were chosen again, but did we get any 
other bids.  Haugen responded that they received two proposals.  Williams asked that they be 
informed that this time if we find problems we will let them know, that we expect them to 
reshoot, because last time they did some so late in the afternoon that the photos were too dark to 
be able to see anything.  Haugen said that the scope of work had tighter parameters on the work 
conditions this time, because they acknowledged the problems from the last run, so they tried to 
tighten it up to eliminate the possibility of that occurring again this time. 
 
Boppre stated that he selected Goodpointe because of the ICON software, which they are now 
using it, and he didn’t want to have to go back to the City of East Grand Forks and say that they 
switched to something else.  Romness commented that it was his understanding that the imaging 
could be used by either software, that is why he chose the other firm because he didn’t think they 
had all that great of service last time.   
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Haugen reported that, again, the MPO is just contracting out for the functional class roadways, 
and there are option bids available to each City should they chose to have additional roadways 
done.  Boppre stated that East Grand Forks has already agreed to have additional roadways done.   
 
Information only. 
 
 3. Commissioner Zelle Appearance 
 
Schroeder reported that Commissioner Zelle was in Roseau, Minnesota on Monday to visit with 
District 2 County Engineers to discuss the funding formula that is currently in place.  He said 
that they are talking about a new transportation bill coming through to the Governor this year, 
tax increases, and how that impacts Rural Minnesota versus Metro Minnesota.  He stated that 
they had a real good discussion, and although he has only been in office for two months, it 
appears that he will look after the whole state, not just the metro area, so he thinks everyone 
came out of it pretty happy. 
 
Information only. 
 
ADJOURNMENT 
 
MOVED BY BROOKS, SECONDED BY LANG, TO ADJOURN THE APRIL 10TH, 2013, 
MEETING OF THE TECHNICAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE MEETING  AT 3:00 P.M. 
 
MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY. 
 
Respectfully submitted by, 
 
Peggy McNelis,  
Office Manager 
 
 
 
 


